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Like an eagle

‘But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles; they shall run and not be weary; and they shall walk,
and not faint. Isaiah 40:31 KJV
For one who has been schooled and has learnt how to ride on God’s induced waves, it is not out of place to
plan to fly like an eagle. Why like an eagle, you may ask? Eagles are admired the world over as living
symbols of power, freedom, and transcendence. I strongly believe with God on your side, you should aim
and plan to be like an eagle!!!
Let’s consider what about eagles make them stand out to be so emulated.

EAgles Flock Together.
When they mix with other birds,
they are there to find something
to eat and then take off. – As the
old saying goes, “Birds of like
feathers flock together.” Eagles do
not mix with other birds but only
enjoy flying at their high
altitude. It is this characteristic
that makes eagles unique birds.
An eagle will never surrender to
the size or strength of its prey. It
will always give a fight to win its
prey or regain its territory. Go
over and watch the video on how
the Golden Eagle displays
remarkable hunting strategy,
preying on goats much larger than
itself by throwing them off the
cliff face.

EAgles Flock Together.

No matter what the size of that
person or what weapon they
maybe holding, you would attack
them without thought or regard
for yourself. It wouldn’t even
dawn on you to be afraid because
your instinct is to protect that
which you love and cherish.
Successful people are fearless.
They face problems head on. God
has not given us the spirit of fear;
and God has given us the
responsibility to dominate in this
world. Whatever, you have to
confront to achieve your goal, you
must face and not run away from.
In addition, you must confront
your own challenges by yourself
and not leave for someone else
to take on, on your behalf. That
makes you like an eagle!

Eagles See a Long Distance Prey or Enemy

Eagles have strong vision, so they can identify their prey and focus on it until they get it. At the same time,
an eagle can see its enemy from afar, such as snakes trying to sneak into its nest to steal its egg or to kill
its young. Though eagles build their nests on high rocks and places, snakes have a tendency and ability to
climb to them. But the strong vision of eagles keeps the enemies away from its nest. If you ever happen
to see an eagle sitting high above the tree or cliff of a stiff mountain, watch closely and see how attentive
the bird is. The body sits still and the head will be tilted side to side to observe what is happening below,
around and above it. Even if it’s flying close by, you can observe how keen its eyes are looking for its prey.
Eagles have a keen vision. Their eyes are specially designed for long distance focus and clarity. They can
spot another eagle soaring from 50 miles away.
This characteristic depicts “Vision”. Vision is a successful
leadership characteristic. Everyone must have a vision that
guides your thoughts and actions. This ensures you do the
right things. The stronger your vision, the better .. So you
do not only the right things but at the right time! A man of
visions leads his team towards the organization’s or societal
goals. The vision must be big and focused. A big, focused
vision will produce big results. While I agree that the Eagles’
natural sharp vision is an advantage, they also have the habit
of paying attention. You can improve your vision by paying
more attention to yourself and your most important
priorities!!

Eagles
Do Not Eat Dead Things.
Eagles never consume dead things, but vultures do.
Eagles can fly up to an altitude of 10,000 feet, but they
are able to swiftly land on the ground. At 10, 000 feet,
you will never find another bird. If you find another
bird, it has to be an eagle according to Dr, Myles
Munroe.
An eagle doesn’t mingle around with the pigeons. It is
Dr. Myles Munroe who said that. Pigeons scavenge on
the ground and grumble and complain all day long.
Eagles are not.

They fly and make less noise waiting for
opportunities to strike their next prey or glide
with the current of the storm. Great people
who become reference points are problem
solvers. They don’t complain like the pigeons
do. They love to take challenges as the eagle
does when the storm comes.
Determine to stop complaining, recognize that
God created you good, well prepared to
confront and overcome everything on your
way to greatness. Thinking otherwise:
Attaching every challenge in life to a spiritual
attack and the whole world against the
unfortunate you makes you a carrier of a
‘victim mentality’ like Bishop Kunle Owolabi
describes it;

drop it that, and pick the ‘eagles
mentality’.

Eagles Love the Storm
Eagles are the only birds that love the storm. When
all other birds try to flee from the storm and hide its
fierceness, eagles fly into it and will use the wind of the
storm to rise higher in a matter of seconds. They use
the pressure of the storm to glide higher without
having to use their own energy. They are able to do this
because God has created them uniquely with an
ability to lock their wings in a fixed position in the
midst of the fierce storm winds.
Challenges in the life of a leader are many. These are
the storm we must face as leaders to rise to greater
heights. Like an eagle, a leader can only rise to
greater heights if he or she takes up the challenges
head on without running away from it. We have what
it takes. Just like God gave wings to the Eagle, which
they use to their advantage, every one of us is created
with unique talents which we can use to ride the God
induced waves.

Eagles Test Before Trusting
The female eagle during courtship always takes a male
eagle into the air after picking up a twig from the
ground and dropping it from a certain height for the
male to chase it. Once the male catches hold of it and
brings back, the female flies into a higher altitude and
drops it in the same way. This is repeated until the
female gets an assurance that the male has mastered
the art of seriously picking up the twigs in real love
and affection. Once they get hooked up in trust, the
father and the mother eagle mate for life. They also
work together as parents.
Wisdom is the principal to get along in life, a key
characteristic of wisdom is a careful of your closest
allies before you commit to them. Make sure that your
company are committed to and love by your same
values, otherwise you will be carrying a net with
holes... a case of sabotaging yourself! Be like an eagle,
verify and then trust.

Eagles Retire Until New Feathers Grow

When eagles get older and weak because of worn out feathers,
which slow down flight speed and maneuvers, the eagles retire
away in the rocks and will pluck all their old feathers until it is
completely bare. It waits until a new set of feather grows and
comes out of his body. It stays in the hiding place until all the
new feathers comes back to make it fly dynamically and
royally again without much effort or toil. This happens at
about the age of 30.

What happens is that when the eagles reach the age of 30, their physical body condition deteriorates fast making
it difficult for them to survive. What is really interesting is that the eagle never gives up living, instead the eagle
retreats to a mountaintop and over a five month period goes through a metamorphosis. It knocks off its own beak
by banging it against a rock, plucks out its talons and then feathers. Each stage produces a regrowth of the
removed body parts, allowing the eagle to live for another 30 – 40 years.
There are times in your life that you must look back and take stock of your life. The good, the bad and the ugly,
not to brood but to evaluate, learn and device the way forward. Are you keeping in trend with the current
knowledge trend? Do you need to improve your certain areas in your life to achieve your goals? Are you living a
life of balance between your personal and professional lives ?
These are highly effective habits of Eagles. May we all live royally as eagles and soar in our faith for the
glory of God and become a reference point in our generation.
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